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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a distributed cross-layer
scheduling algorithm for networks with single-hop transmissions
that can guarantee finite buffer sizes and meet minimum utility
requirements. The algorithm can achieve a utility arbitrarily close
to the optimal value with a tradeoff in the buffer sizes. The finite
buffer property is not only important from an implementation
perspective, but, along with the algorithm, also yields superior
delay performance. A novel structure of Lyapunov function is
employed to prove the utility optimality of the algorithm with the
introduction of novel virtual queue structures. Unlike traditional
back-pressure-based optimal algorithms, our proposed algorithm
does not need centralized computation and achieves fully local implementation without global message passing. Compared to other
recent throughput/utility-optimal CSMA distributed algorithms,
we illustrate through rigorous numerical and implementation
results that our proposed algorithm achieves far better delay
performance for comparable throughput/utility levels.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cross-layer design of congestion control and link scheduling
algorithms is one of the most challenging topics for wireless
networks when bandwidth and Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements are imposed. It is well-known that the Maximal Weight Matching (MWM) algorithm [1] is throughputoptimal, i.e., it can stabilize the network for all arrival rates
that lie within the network capacity region. In the grain of the
seminal work [1], a group of optimal scheduling algorithms
have been proposed for wireless networks with time-varying
channels [2]-[4]. Cross-layer algorithms with congestion controllers at transport layer have been proposed in [5]-[8].
Delay issues have been addressed in [9]-[12]. However, the
high complexity of these centralized algorithms (NP hard for
general interference models [13]) render them impractical for
implementation. Low-complexity and distributed alternatives
have been proposed in [14]-[17], but they can only guarantee
a fraction of the capacity region in general.
Recently, a class of random access algorithms has been
introduced that achieves optimal throughput [23]-[29]. These
algorithms can be implemented in a distributed manner with
local feedback from surrounding nodes. However, the delay performance of these algorithms, as evaluated through
simulations, leave room for significant improvements [24].
Moreover, the delay analysis still remains elusive despite some
preliminary results [29] that show a polynomial delay upperbound for a fraction of the network capacity region.
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In this paper, we propose a cross-layer random-access-based
scheduling algorithm for wireless networks with finite buffers
and single-hop transmissions. The algorithm is theoretically
shown to asymptotically achieve optimal throughput with
growing buffer size. Our numerical and implementation results
confirm the achievement of optimal throughput/utility and
reveal superior delay performance of our algorithm.
In the algorithm development, for each communication link
l in the network, we maintain an actual packet queue Ul
and construct two virtual queues: a virtual service queue Zl
to guarantee the minimum utility requirement and a virtual
queue Ql that acts as a weight on the actual queue Ul when
scheduling link rates. The cross-layer algorithm is composed
of three parts: a regulator that regulates the evolution of virtual
queues, a congestion controller that regulates data packet
admission from the packet generator, and a link rate scheduler
employing the Glauber dynamics method [24][26][29]. Moreover, we make use of the time-scale separation assumption
(the underlying Markov chain of the scheduler converges
instantaneously to its steady state distribution compared to link
weight adaptation rate of the scheduler) employed in [23][24],
which is justified in [27][28].
Network stability for algorithms such as [29][31] is shown
via the negative drift of Lyapunov function (or the positive
recurrence of the underlying Markov chain) when the actual
queue backlogs Ul are large enough. In other words, the
network stability is achieved at the expense of large values
of Ul , which leads to large average packet delays. Different
from those algorithms, the link rate scheduler of our algorithm
assigns the random access probabilities of a link l as the
product of the packet queue backlog Ul and the virtual queue
backlog Ql . Consequently, the network stability is achieved by
shifting the burden from actual packet queues to our proposed
virtual queues Ql , while the actual queues Ul are upperbounded by a finite buffer size. As a direct result, the delay
performance of the algorithm is significantly improved. The
stability and utility optimality of the algorithm are proved
through Lyapunov optimization techniques. Different from the
traditional Lyapunov optimization techniques using quadratic
Lyapunov functions, we employ a novel type of Lyapunov
function by multiplying the virtual queue backlog Ql to the
quadratic term of actual queue backlogs Ul2 . We show that this
particular structure of Lyapunov function leads to the product
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form of virtual and actual queue backlogs in the proposed
algorithm.
Salient properties of our algorithm can be listed as follows:
(1) All link-based queues in the network use finite-sized
buffers, which leads to network stability; (2) Minimum utility
requirements are satisfied for individual communication links;
(3) A utility “ǫ-close” to the optimal network utility (expressed
as the sum of link utilities, given minimum data rate requirement of individual links) is achieved with a tradeoff of O( 1ǫ )
in the buffer size; (4) The link rate scheduler of our algorithm
uses the CSMA paradigm with RTS/CTS handshake, which
admits distributed implementation without global message
passing.
The algorithm is shown both in simulation and implementation to have close-to-optimal throughput proved theoretically
and display very favorable delay performances. Further extensions to our algorithm are provided in [35], including (1) the
construction of individual upper-bounds for average link-based
delay; (2) extension to approximate the time-scale separation,
which lies at the heart of our algorithm as well as those
introduced in [23] [24]; (3) a distributed algorithm for multihop wireless networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduces the related work. In Section III, we present
the network model, followed by approaches considered for
wireless networks with single-hop transmissions. In Section
IV, the distributed utility-optimal algorithm is described and
its performance analyzed. We present implementation and
numerical results in Sections V and VI, respectively. Finally,
we conclude our work in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
Throughput optimal algorithms have primarily been designed without limitations on buffer sizes. Only recently,
throughput/utility-optimal algorithms with finite buffers or
worst-case delay guarantees have been proposed in [18]-[22].
Specifically, the multi-hop scheduling algorithms in [18][19]
guarantee a finite buffer size for queues in the network at the
expense of the buffer occupancy of the source nodes, where
an infinite buffer size in the network layer is assumed in each
source node. Thus, the finite buffer size property in [18][19]
is not guaranteed for single-hop transmissions. Virtual queue
structures are utilized in [20]-[22] to provide finite buffer size
or worst-case delay performance. However, these algorithms
are not well suited for distributed implementation due to their
centralized nature and high complexity.
It has recently been shown in [29] that random access algorithms employing the Glauber dynamics [24]-[26] can achieve
polynomial delay upper-bound for a fraction of capacity region
in networks with single-hop transmissions. Specifically, the
link weights in the Glauber dynamics are selected in the form
Ul
of Ul in [29], log Ul in [24], log log Ul in [25], log
y(Ul ) in [26],
where y(·) is a function that increases arbitrarily slowly and Ul
is the packet queue length for a link. The resulting schedulers
of the Glauber dynamics react to changes in Ul . However,
the queue lengths must be large enough to approach maximal

weight matching [24][26], or to ensure a negative Lyapnov
drift [25][29]. Instead, in our algorithm, the expense of large
queue lengths is partially shifted to virtual queues Ql , which
results in significantly more favorable delay performance.
III. N ETWORK M ODEL
A. Network Elements
We consider a time-slotted wireless network with singlehop transmissions consisting of N nodes and L directional
links, with the node and the link sets denoted as N and L,
respectively. Each directional link l = (m, n) ∈ L carries a
single-hop flow from a source node m to a destination node
n, with m, n ∈ N . The multi-hop extension of this model is
presented in detail in [35].
Let G = (L, E) be the interference graph (a.k.a. conflict
graph) associated with the network topology. There is an edge
(l, j) ∈ E if simultaneous transmissions over links l and j
are not possible. We denote the set of interfering links of link
l ∈ L as N (l) , {j : (l, j) ∈ E} ∪ {l}, where we let l ∈ N (l)
for analytical clarity. For simplicity of analysis, in each time
slot, each link’s packet transmission rate is normalized and can
take a fractional value in [0, 1]. Thus, a feasible schedule at
time slot t can be represented by a vector µ(t) = (µl (t))l∈L ∈
[0, 1]L such that: µl (t)µj (t) = 0, ∀l ∈ L and ∀j ∈ N (l)\{l},
where µl (t) is the scheduled link rate for link l ∈ L at time slot
t. For each feasible schedule µ(t), we can find a corresponding
link set x ⊂ L, called an independent set, such that l ∈ x iff
µl (t) > 0. Let I be the set of all independent sets in the
network.
We denote by fl (·), l ∈ L, the utility functions of the timeaverage data transmission rate. As convention, we assume the
utility functions are positively-valued, concave, continuously
differentiable and strictly increasing, with fl (0) = 0, l ∈ L.
Let dl ≥ 0 be the minimum utility constraint associated with
link l ∈ L, i.e., the utility of the time-average data rate over
link l must be greater than or equal to dl .
According to [1][5], we define the capacity region Λ of
the considered network as the closure of all feasible admitted
rate vectors (al )l∈L each stabilizable by some scheduling algorithm. Without loss of generality, we assume that (fl−1 (dl ))l∈L
is inside Λ, i.e, there exists ǫ > 0 with (fl−1 (dl ) + ǫ)l∈L ∈ Λ.
To assist the analysis in the following sections, we let (a∗l,ǫ )l∈L
denote a solution to the following optimization problem:
X
(a∗l,ǫ )l∈L ∈ arg max
fl (al )
(al )
(1)
l∈L
−1
s.t. al ≥ fl (dl ) and (al + ǫ)l∈L ∈ Λ.
P
Note that l∈L fl (a∗l,ǫ ) can be regarded as the overall utility
ǫ-close to the optimality. Then, according to [30] we have
X
X
lim+
fl (a∗l,ǫ ) =
fl (a∗l ),
ǫ→0

where
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l∈L

l∈L

(a∗l )l∈L

is a solution to the following optimization:
X
(a∗l )l∈L ∈ arg max
fl (al )
(al )

s.t. al ≥

fl−1 (dl )

l∈L

and (al )l∈L ∈ Λ.

(2)

We assume the physical packet generator of each link’s
source is constantly backlogged. Thus, a congestion controller
is needed to determine the rate of packet generation/admission
into the network.1 Let Al (t) denote the admitted rate of link l
from the packet generator in time slot t. Since the link’s packet
transmission capacity is normalized to 1, we assume that the
admitted rate Al (t) is also normalized with respect to the link
capacity. For the congestion controller, we also assume that
Al (t) is bounded above by some constant µM > 0, ∀l ∈ L
∀t, i.e., the source node of a link can receive at most µM
(normalized) packets from the packet generator in any time
slot.2
B. Network Constraints and Approaches
To present network stability, we begin with a definition of
queue stability with respect to a generic
P queue backlog X(t):
the queue is stable if lim supt→∞ 1t t−1
τ =0 E{X(τ )} < ∞.
Let Ul (t) be the actual packet queue backlog of link l,
maintained at the source node of the link. Then, the network is
stable if queues Ul (t) are stable, ∀l ∈ L. The queue dynamics
have the following evolution:
Ul (t + 1) = [Ul (t) − µl (t)]+ + Al (t), ∀l ∈ L,

(3)

where we recall µl (t) ∈ [0, 1] is the scheduled link rate in time
slot t and we define the operator [·]+ as [·]+ , max{·, 0}. Note
that the data transmitted for a link l cannot exceed its backlog
and a feasible scheduling algorithm may be independent of
queue backlog information. For simplicity of analysis, we
assume the input rates Al (t) will be added to the queue
backlogs at the end of time slot t. In the algorithm proposed in
the next section, the decision variables Al (t) and µl (t) will be
determined by a congestion controller and link rate scheduler,
respectively.
For each link l, we construct a virtual queue Ql (t) at link
l’s source node to later assist the development of our proposed
algorithm in the next section. We denote by Rl (t) the virtual
input rate to queue Ql (t) at the end of time slot t, and denote
by rl the time-average of Rl (t). We place an upper-bound µM
on Rl (t), and update queue Ql (t) virtually as follows:
Ql (t + 1) = [Ql (t) − Al (t)]+ + Rl (t),

(4)

with Ql (0) = 0. In the algorithm proposed in the next section,
the decision variable Rl (t) will be determined by an Rl (t)
regulator. Considering the admitted rate Al (t) as the service
rate of the virtual queue, if Ql (t) is stable, then the timeaverage admitted rate al of link l satisfies:
1X
1X
al , lim inf
E{Al (τ )} ≥ rl , lim inf
E{Rl (τ )}.
t→∞ t
t→∞ t
τ =0
τ =0
(5)
t−1

t−1

1 Note that the constantly backlogged packet generator is not necessarily a
physical queue. It can represent an application waiting for packet generation
and admission, e.g., a variable rate multimedia encoder. After packets are
generated and admitted to the source node, they are delivered from the source
to the destination node via the network layer.
2 To be specific, we require µ
M ≤ qM to guarantee the finite buffer sizes
in Proposition 1, where qM denotes the uniform buffer size introduced in
Section IV.
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Fig. 1. Queue relationships with decision variables: Rl (t), Al (t) and µl (t),
∀l ∈ L.

We construct a virtual service queue Zl (t) at the source
node of each l ∈ L with its virtual queue dynamics given by:
Zl (t + 1) = [Zl (t) − Rl (t)]+ + fl−1 (dl ),

(6)

with Zl (0) = 0. When Zl (t) and Ql (t) are stable, we have
fl (al ) ≥ fl (rl ) ≥ dl , i.e., the minimum utility constraint is
satisfied.
The queue relationships between queues Zl (t), Ql (t) and
Ul (t) are shown in Figure 1, where we note that Al (t)
represents both the physical packet admission rate (i.e., the
arrival rate to actual queue Ul (t)) and the virtual service rate of
Ql (t). Physical packets are only involved in the “actual part”
block. We note that the average packet delay is only affected
by the number of packets in the actual packet queue. Even if
a virtual queue has a large number of virtual packets, they are
not propagated in the network through an actual packet queue
and actual packets never pass through virtual queues.
The reason we construct two virtual queues is that the utility
optimality and minimum utility constraint cannot be both
guaranteed with the employment of one single virtual queue.
Specifically, for link l ∈ L, virtual queue Zl (t) monitors the
achievement of minimum utility constraint and virtual queue
Ql (t) acts as a weight for actual packet queue Ul (t) in the link
rate scheduler (introduced in the next section) that approaches
a maximal weight matching to achieve optimal utility. For
instance, in Section V in [35], only one (modified) virtual
queue Zl (t) is employed in a modified algorithm to construct
average delay upper-bounds at the expense of losing utility
optimality.
IV. T HE P ROPOSED A LGORITHM FOR N ETWORKS
S INGLE -H OP T RANSMISSIONS

WITH

In this section, employing the queue structures developed in
Section III-B, we propose a distributed cross-layer scheduling
algorithm ALG for the wireless network model introduced
in Section III. ALG stabilizes the network and satisfies the
minimum per flow utility constraints. Moreover, ALG
P achieves
∗
a utility arbitrarily close to the optimal value
l∈L fl (al )
under certain conditions related to queue buffer sizes, which
will be given in Theorem 1.
Let qM ≥ µM be a control parameter indicating the uniform
buffer size for Ul (t) at each link l ∈ L, where we recall µM
limits the maximal rate of packet arrival to a source node. ALG
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ensures that all queue backlogs are bounded by qM , which
further leads to a bounded average packet delay according
to Little’s Law. We construct ALG with the following three
functions: Rl (t) regulator, a congestion controller and a link
rate scheduler, which decide on the arrival and service rates
of all queues ∀t (as shown in Figure 1).
1) Rl (t) Regulator:
min

0≤Rl (t)≤µM

gl (Rl (t)),

(7)

M
where gl (Rl (t)) , Rl (t)( qMq−µ
Ql (t) − Zl (t)) − V fl (Rl (t))
M
and V > 0 is a control parameter. Note that gl (·) is convex
and minRl (t) gl (Rl (t)) ≤ gl (0) = 0.
Rl (t) regulator operates locally at the source node of link
l ∈ L and actually regulates the virtual queue evolutions.
Since Rl (t) is the input rate to the virtual queue Ql (t) and the
service rate to the virtual queue Zl (t), Rl (t) is weighted by the
(weighted) difference between Ql (t) and Zl (t) in the first term
of gl (Rl (t)). We will show later in Theorem 1 that with a large
control parameter V , ALG can approach the optimal network
utility. With the numerical results in Section VI-A, we will
further analyze the effect of V on the throughput performance
and the convergence rates of virtual queues Ql (t) and Zl (t).
2) Congestion Controller:

max

0≤Al (t)≤µM

Al (t)(qM − µM − Ul (t)).

(8)

Specifically, when qM − µM − Ul (t) < 0, Al (t) is set to zero;
Otherwise, Al (t) = µM .
The congestion controller operates locally at the source node
of link l ∈ L, with the decision sent as feedback to the packet
generator to generate Al (t) data packets to be admitted to the
source node at the end of time slot t. The congestion controller
also guarantees the finite buffer size property (see Proposition
1 in this section for detail).
3) Link Rate Scheduler:
The link rate scheduler follows the form of parallel Glauber
dynamics [24][26][29] with a probability vector (pl (t))l∈L ∈
[0, 1]L to be defined later in Proposition 2. The scheduler
operates as follows:
1) Randomly select an independent set x(t) ∈ I with
probability (w.p.) px(t) , such that:
X
px(t) = 1 and ∪px(t) >0 x(t) = L.
(9)
x(t)∈I

2) ∀l ∈ x(t),
P
• If
j∈N (l)\{l} µj (t − 1) = 0:
µl (t) = 1, w.p. pl (t); µl (t) = 0, w.p. 1 − pl (t).
• Else, µl (t) = 0.
∀l ∈ L\x(t), µl (t) = µl (t − 1).
It is not difficult to check that the link set corresponding to
the schedule (µl (t))l∈L is an independent set [24] and evolves
as a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC). The distributed
implementation of the link rate scheduler is provided in [35]
(including the random selection of x(t) ∈ I), which is

based on the CSMA paradigm with RTS/CTS handshake and
requires no global signaling or message passing.
To analyze the performance of ALG, we first introduce the
following two propositions. Proposition 1 shows that ALG has
a deterministic worst-case upper-bound for all queues Ul (t),
∀l ∈ L. In Proposition 2, we show that the link rate scheduler
finds a schedule approaching arbitrarily close to that of a
maximal weight matching scheduler with high probability,
when virtual queues Ql (t) are large enough. Using these two
propositions, we derive the main results of utility optimality
and virtual queue stability in Theorem 1.
Proposition 1: Employing ALG, if µM ≤ qM , then each
actual queue backlog in the network has a deterministic worstcase bound:
Ul (t) ≤ qM , ∀t, ∀l ∈ L,
(10)
where we recall that qM indicates the uniform link-based
buffer size.
Proof: We use mathematical induction on time slot in the
proof. When t = 0, we have Ul (0) = 0 ∀l ∈ L.
Now suppose in time slot t, Ul (t) ≤ qM ∀l ∈ L. In the
induction step, for any given l, we consider two separate cases.
In the first case, Ul (t) ≤ qM − µM , then according to the
queue dynamics (3) Ul (t+1) ≤ Ul (t)+µM ≤ qM . Otherwise,
Ul (t) > qM − µM and according to the congestion controller
(8), we have Al (t) = 0, which leads to Ul (t+1) ≤ Ul (t) ≤ qM
by the queue dynamics (3).
Since the above analysis is true for any given l ∈ L, the
induction step holds, i.e., Ul (t + 1) ≤ qM ∀l ∈ L, which
completes the proof.
Let wl (t) = q1M Ul (t)Ql (t). The Glauber dynamics structure
of the link rate scheduler leads to the following proposition.
ewl (t)
Proposition 2: Let pl (t) = 1+e
wl (t) , ∀l ∈ L in the link rate
scheduler. For any given ǫ′ and δ ′ satisfying 0 < ǫ′ , δ ′ < 1, we
can find a constant B(ǫ′ , δ ′ ) > 0 such that for any time slot t,
with probability greater than (1 − δ ′ ), the link rate scheduler
finds a schedule (µl (t))l∈L , satisfying:
X
wl (t)µl (t) ≥ (1−ǫ′ )w∗ (t), whenever ||q(t)|| > B, (11)
l∈L

P
where q(t) , (wl (t))l∈L , ||q(t)|| , l∈L wl (t), and w∗ (t) is
the resultPof a maximal weight matching scheduler: w∗ (t) ,
maxx∈I l∈x wl (t).
Proposition 2 directly follows Proposition 2 in [24] with the
time-scale separation assumption (the DTMC of the schedules
chosen by the scheduler is in steady state in each time slot),
so we omit the proof for brevity.
Remark 1 (Implications of the Propositions): A maximal
weight matching scheduler that obtains w∗ (t) in each time slot
t is usually centralized and computationally prohibitive, but
can lead to optimal throughput/utility [1][5][20]. Proposition 2
states that the proposed link rate scheduler can find a schedule
using weight matching ǫ′ -close to w∗ (t) with high probability
(1 − δ ′ ), when link weights wl (t) are large enough. By
definition, wl (t) is the product of the virtual queue Ql (t) and
the buffer occupancy UqlM(t) . Since Ul (t) ≤ qM holds ∀l ∈ L by
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Proposition 1, (11) in Proposition 2 holds with high probability
when virtual queues Ql (t) are large enough. Since the actual
queues are still upper-bounded by qM , a bounded average
packet delay is implied by Little’s Law. In other words, the
design of the link weight wl (t) allows us to “shift the burden”
of large queue backlogs from the actual queues Ul (t) to
the virtual queues Ql (t). Note that Proposition 2 also holds
for link rate schedulers with link weights wl (t) = log Ul (t)
proposed in Q-CSMA [24], wl (t) = log log Ul (t) proposed in
Ul (t)
[25], wl (t) = log
y(Ul (t)) in [26], where y(·) is some function that
increases arbitrarily slowly, and wl (t) is in the form of Ul (t)
in [29]. However, these schedulers approach a maximal weight
matching scheduler when the actual queues are large enough,
leading to large delays. On the other hand, our algorithm ALG
does the same while limiting the maximum buffer size, which
guarantees bounded average delay.
For notational simplicity, we define γ , (1 − ǫ′ )(1 − δ ′ ),
where we note that ǫ′ and δ ′ in Proposition 2 can take values
arbitrarily small. We present our main results in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: Given some ǫ > 0 arbitrarily small and γ >
f −1 (d )
maxl∈L al∗ + 1l ǫ , if
2

l,ǫ

qM >

µ2M + 1
+ µM ,
γǫ

(12)

then ALG ensures that the virtual queues are stable:
B2 + V gM
1 XX
E{Ql (τ ) + Zl (τ )} ≤
,
t τ =0
δ1
t−1

lim sup
t→∞

(13)

l∈L

M
where B1 , 12 µM qM L + µ2M qMq−µ
L + 12 µ2M L +
M
−1
1 P
2
∗
l∈L (fl (dl )) , B2 , B1 + γB(maxl∈L al,ǫ + ǫ),
2

δ1 , min{

γǫ(qM − µM ) − µ2M − 1
,
2qM
1
min[γ(a∗l,ǫ + ǫ) − fl−1 (dl )]},
l∈L
2

and
X
1 XX
1
E{fl (Rl (τ ))} − γ
fl (a∗l,ǫ + ǫ).
t τ =0
2
t−1

gM , lim sup
t→∞

l∈L

l∈L

In addition, ALG can achieve
X
X
1
B2
fl (al ) ≥ γ
fl (a∗l,ǫ + ǫ) −
.
2
V
l∈L

(14)

l∈L

Proof: We prove Theorem 1 in Appendix A using Propositions 1 and 2.
Remark 2 (Algorithm Performance):
1) Network Stability and Minimum Utility Constraints: (10)
in Proposition 1 indicates that ALG stabilizes the actual queue
backlogs. As an immediate result, the network is stable. (13)
in Theorem 1 shows that the virtual queues are stable and,
hence, the minimum utility constraints are satisfied. Note that
from (13), the virtual queues can grow with an increased value
of parameter V . In fact, a large V implies a slow convergence
rate of virtual queues, which will be explained in more detail

with numerical results in Section VI-A.
2) Utility Optimality and Buffer Size of order O( 1ǫ ): The
inequality (14) gives the lower-bound of the utility ALG can
achieve. Since the constant B2 is independent of V and
γ can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1 by definition, (14)
ensures
that ALG can achieve a utility arbitrarily close to
P
1
∗
f
(a
l
l,ǫ + 2 ǫ) by selecting a V large enough and by
l∈L
choosing small ǫ′ , δ ′ such that γ is close to 1. When ǫ
tends to 0, ALG
a utility arbitrarily close to the
Pcan achieve
∗
optimal value
f
(a
)
with
the tradeoff in buffer size
l
l
l∈L
qM , which is of order O( 1ǫ ) as shown in (12). Note that the
only assumption for Proposition 2 (and hence Theorem 1) to
hold is the time-scale separation assumption, which has also
been employed in [23][24] and justified in [27][28]. We have
introduced approaches to approximate time-scale separation in
[35].
V. I MPLEMENTATION S TUDY
To validate ALG, the proposed algorithm for systems with
constantly backlogged sources in Section IV, we compare
ALG with the Q-CSMA algorithm in a testbed. Q-CSMA
is a distributed throughput-optimal algorithm proposed in
[24], with link weights in the scheduler chosen as wl (t) =
log(Ul (t)). This has been shown in [24][26] to achieve better
delay performance than the throughput-optimal algorithms
with link weights of the form Ul (t) [23] and log log(Ul (t))
[25].
To guarantee fairness in the comparison, we construct the
same congestion controller (8) for Q-CSMA and ALG. It is
easy to check that queue backlogs Ul (t) are also bounded by
qM in our implementation of Q-CSMA. Therefore, qM can be
taken as the buffer size.
We implement the proposed algorithm and Q-CSMA in
hardware on the Crossbow Telos-B platform as shown in
Figure 2(a). Each node is equipped with a CC2420 802.15.4
wireless transceiver [32] and a programmable MSP430 processor [33]. For each protocol implementation, a time-slotted
structure was used to coordinate the distributed link rate scheduler as proposed in [35]. To maintain the time-slotted structure,
nodes periodically exchange timing information every Nsync
time slots to realign their internal clocks. The value of Nsync
is dependent on the estimated clock drift of the nodes and the
duration of the time slots. For our implementation, resynchronizing the node clocks every 100 time-slots is sufficient. Timesynchronization is initialized based on a priori knowledge of
the network topology. If the network topology is not known,
this information can be obtained via a neighbor discovery
protocol [34].
We test both ALG and Q-CSMA on the topology shown
in Figure 2(b) with 5 nodes and 10 directional links. In this
test, all nodes are within communication range of each other
and therefore are in the same interference set, i.e., we employ
the two-hop interference model. Under this model, at most 1
link can be activated in each time slot and hence the optimal
throughput is 1. For simplicity we choose the utility functions
as fl (x) = x, ∀l ∈ L, i.e., we consider data rate constraints
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and throughput optimization instead of utility constraint and
utility optimization. We choose the link rate weights as wl =
0.1
qM Ul (t)Ql (t), ∀l ∈ L, as proposed in Section VI in [35]. The
maximal data admission rate is µM = 2.
Figure 2(c) shows the delay performance comparison between ALG and Q-CSMA as a function of network throughput,
where packet delay is measured in time slots and throughput
in packets per time slot. We set the buffer size qM = 5 in ALG
since we observe that qM = 5 is sufficient to achieve a near optimal throughput. Each result represents the average delay and
throughput over 10000 time slots. To ensure a fair comparison
with Q-CSMA, we do not impose minimum utility/throughput
constraints on individual links for both ALG and Q-CSMA. By
increasing V , the network throughput approaches the optimal
throughput as stated in Remark 2, while the delay performance
was not sacrificed under ALG. This might sound counterintuitive, but can be explained by the Little’s Law. With an
increased V , the throughput increases, i.e., the actual packet
queues are emptying faster and being serviced at an increased
rate, while we observe that the actual queue backlogs are close
to (and upper-bounded by) the finite buffer size (qM = 5
in this experiment). Hence, the average delay can be slightly
reduced when V increases. With Q-CSMA, buffer size qM
must be increased significantly to achieve a throughput similar
to that of ALG, which results in a significantly larger average
delays. Note that for small values of qM , the average delay
for Q-CSMA may be less than that of ALG. However, by
tuning V for ALG, higher throughput can be achieved without
sacrificing the delay performance.
Note that we can increase V to further improve network
performance of ALG. However, very large values of V cause
the virtual queue (Ql (t)) to grow over the course of the 10000
time slot tests. A more detailed explanation of the effect of V
on the system convergence time is given through simulation
results in Section VI.
VI. F URTHER N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we further evaluate the performance of ALG
for constantly backlogged sources in simulation.

A. Effect of Parameter V
In Section VI-A and Section VI-B, for the same topology of
Figure 2(b), we employ an interference model different than
that of Section V, the well-known node-exclusive interference
model in our simulation studies. Under this model, at most 2
links can be activated in each time slot and hence the optimal
throughput is 2. As in Section V, we adopt the utility function
fl (x) = x and choose the link weights as wl = q0.1
Ul (t)Ql (t),
M
∀l ∈ L. The results reflect averages obtained over 105 time
slots for each run. We fix the maximal data admission rate as
µM = 2.
We first illustrate that a large value of V , which we recall
is a control parameter in the Rl (t) regulator (7) proposed
for the backlogged source system, has a negative effect on
the convergence rates of virtual queues. The virtual queue
evolutions over time are shown in Figure 3(a), where we fix
the buffer size as qM = 5 and the utility constraint (equivalent
to data rate constraint) as dl = 0.1, ∀l ∈ L. We observe that a
larger V indeed indicates a slower convergence rate of virtual
queues. For V = 100, the per-link average of virtual queue
backlog Ql (t) and Zl (t) constantly grow over the observed
simulation duration and the data rate constraints cannot be
met within the simulation time of 105 time slots, although a
convergence would be achieved as t → ∞. Nevertheless, we
observe in [35] that V = 20 and V = 40 are sufficient to
achieve more than 95% and 99% of the optimal throughput of
the network, respectively.
B. Comparative Performance Evaluation
In this subsection, based on the simulation setup in Section
VI-A, we compare ALG with two other algorithms:
(i) A distributed throughput-optimal algorithm [26], with link
log(Ul (t))
weights in the scheduler chosen as wl (t) = log(e+log(1+U
,
l (t)))
which has been shown in simulation to achieve better delay performance than the throughput-optimal algorithms in
[23][25]. Since it is observed in [26] that this algorithm is
similar in throughput and delay performance with the QCSMA [24], we denote it by QCSMA.
(ii) A traditional CSMA algorithm which employs RTS/CTS
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handshake to reserve the channel. In the following, we denote
this algorithm as CSMA.
Note that for both QCSMA and CSMA, we employ the
same congestion controller (8) in ALG with buffer size denoted
as qM for fairness in the comparison.
Figure 3(b) shows the throughput and delay performances
by varying the buffer size qM and assuming backlogged
sources, where we measure packet delay in time slots and
throughput in packets per time slot. In the simulation, we
choose V = 50 and dl = 0.1, ∀l ∈ L, for ALG. By increasing
qM , i.e., by allowing more packets into the queues, the
throughput increases closer to the optimality with a tradeoff of
delay performance. For a given qM value, ALG and QCSMA
have similar delay performances, but the throughput of ALG
significantly outperforms that of QCSMA. As an illustration,
with qM = 5 ALG can achieve a throughput of 1.9924, which
is 11.8% more than the throughput of 1.7825 for QCSMA.
The remaining unused channel opportunity (the optimality
minus the throughput) of QCSMA is 28.6 times that of
ALG. In addition, each link can meet the minimum data rate
requirement of 0.1 under ALG.
We observe in Figure 3(b) that the CSMA algorithm has the
worst delay performance, since its scheduler does not utilize
any queue backlog information, an indicator of congestion
level of links. CSMA also has the worst throughput performance since links are not scheduled for transmission in CSMA
when their RTS/CTS handshakes collide, which is in sharp
contrast with Proposition 2, where we show that the scheduler
of ALG can approach a maximal weight matching with high
probability.
Similar delay performance comparisons as in Figure 2(c)
have been observed in [35], which shows that ALG can achieve
close-to-optimal throughput with significantly more favorable
delay with respect to QCSMA. Further simulations in [35] are
carried out in a large grid topology to show that ALG does not
suffer from temporal starvation [29] (It may take a long time
to switch from one maximal weight schedule to another in
CSMA algorithms such as Q-CSMA.) as much as Q-CSMA
in the grid topology setting and can still achieve far better
delay performance.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we proposed a cross-layer utility-optimal
scheduling algorithm with finite buffers that guarantees individual link-based/flow-based minimum utility constraints.
The finite buffer size of packet queues implies upper-bounded
average packet delay in the network and is shown to be of
order O( 1ǫ ), where ǫ characterizes the distance between the
achieved utility and the optimal value. The distributed algorithm can be implemented via CSMA methods with RTS/CTS
handshake and is shown to achieve close to optimal throughput
and good delay performance both in simulation and testbed
implementations. In our future work, we will investigate more
efficient implementation methods of the proposed algorithm.
Moreover, we will extend the proposed algorithm to multi-hop
flows with the express intent of implementation feasibility.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
To prove Theorem 1, we first define a network state of
Q1 (t) = ((Ul (t)), (Ql (t)), (Zl (t))) and then define the Lyapunov function L1 (Q1 (t)) as follows:
L1 (Q1 (t))
1 X qM − µM
1
2
,
{
Ql (t) +
Ul (t)2 Ql (t) + Zl (t)2 },
2
qM
qM
l∈L

where we note that different from the traditional quadratic
Lyapunov function, there is the (weighted) virtual queue
backlog QqlM(t) multiplied to the quadratic term of actual
queue backlogs. We denote the Lyapunov drift by ∆(t) ,
E{L1 (Q1 (t + 1)) − L1 (Q1 (t))|Q1 (t)}.
By squaring both sides of the queue dynamics (3)(4)(6) and
through simple algebra, we obtain
X
∆(t) − V
E{fl (Rl (t))|Q1 (t)}
l∈L

X
µ2 + 1 X
fl−1 (dl )Zl (t)
Ql (t) +
≤B1 + M
2qM
l∈L
l∈L
X
E{gl (Rl (t))|Q1 (t)}
+
l∈L

(15)

X 1
Ul (t)Ql (t)E{µl (t)|Q1 (t)}
qM
l∈L
X Ql (t)
−
E{Al (t)|Q1 (t)}(qM − µM − Ul (t)).
qM

−

l∈L

Denoting the RHS of (15) by RHS(t), and taking the expectation of both sides of (15) with respect to the distribution
of Q1 (t), we have:
X
E{fl (Rl (t))}
E{∆(t)} − V
l∈L

≤P (||q(t)|| > B)E{Q1 (t)|||q(t)||>B} {RHS(t)}
+ P (||q(t)|| ≤ B)E{Q1 (t)|||q(t)||≤B} {RHS(t)}.

(16)

The fourth term and the last term of the RHS(t) are
minimized by the Rl (t) regulator (7) and the congestion
controller (8), respectively, over a set of feasible algorithms
including a set of stationary randomized algorithms (STATs)
introduced in [35]. From (16) and following the analysis in
[35] by substituting a set of STATs, we can obtain
X
E{∆(t)} − V
E{fl (Rl (t))}
≤B2 − δ1

X
l∈L

l∈L

E{Ql (t) + Zl (t)} − γV

X
l∈L

1
fl (a∗l,ǫ + ǫ).
2

(17)

We take the time average on τ = 0, ..., t − 1 of both sides
of (17), and take the limsup with respect to t to prove (13).
Similarly, we can prove (14) given that the virtual queues
Ql (t) are stable.
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